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About the cover
Sunspots are relatively long-lived concentrations of intense
magnetic field projecting nearly vertically upwards through
the solar surface from the unseen deeper layers of the sun
where they are formed. NCAR scientists use numerical
modeling techniques to study the complex interplay among
magnetic, thermodynamic, and radiative processes at work
in these structures.

In the cover graphic, a model spot is portrayed as an axisym-
metric bundle of magnetic fieldlines spreading out rapidly
over the solar surface (dark horizontal line). The fieldlines
represent a solution to the magnetostatic force balance
equation, as obtained by Vic Pizzo of the High Altitude
Observatory (HAO). For the computation, the physical
domain is discretized onto a body-fitted coordinate system,
which is mapped into a rectangular space by algebraic
transformations. The resulting finite-difference equations
are solved on the CRAY X-MP/48 computer with the
multigrid routine MUD2CR from the MUDPACK library
developed by John Adams of SCD. The plot was generated
with the standard NCAR Graphics package.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
send your graphic, along with a description including SCD facilities
or software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab, or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu, or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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by Bill Buzbee

Like other NCAR organizational units, SCD is
pleased that NCAR now has a permanent director.
We look forward to working with Bob Serafin,
and some information about him appears in
"Serafin appointed director of NCAR." SCD is
also delighted by the leadership award presented to
Walt Roberts by the United Nations. Walt is the
classical "gentleman and scholar." For more
information, see "Roberts receives United Nations
Leadership Award."

By the time you receive this newsletter, our new
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS
(shavano) will have completed acceptance testing
and its first productive usage will be under way.
Overall, this project is going well. If you would
like to be an early user of shavano and if your

model typically requires at least two hours of CPU
time per execution, please contact either me
(buzbee@ncar.ucar.edu) or Ginger Caldwell
(cal@ncar.ucar.edu).

This issue of the newsletter discusses a number of
important changes and enhancements to our
computing environment. Be sure to read:
* "Charges to be instituted for IBM 4381 front-end

computer use,"
* "Schedule announced for SUDOOS color film

processing,"
* Both articles in the Networking and Data

Communications News department,
* Both articles in the Documentation department,

and the
* Hints from the Consultants.
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Special issue of SCD Computing News coming for June/July
1989

The next issue of the SCD Computing News will provide an overview of networking and
data communications options available at NCAR. This June/July issue will explain NCAR's
distributed computing environment and introduce the people who design and maintain it.
Special sections will include articles about user experiences with network access to NCAR
computers, networking news, data communications news, and electronic mail news. The
regular departments will focus on issues related to NCAR's highly networked environment.
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Roberts receives United Nations Leadership Award

by Joan Vandiver Frisch

Walter Orr Roberts, president emeritus of UCAR and
the first director of NCAR, was honored at a special
reception as the first scientist ever chosen to receive
the United Nations Environment Programme's (UNEP)
North American Leadership Award.

Established in 1982, similar regional awards have been
granted to Pope John Paul II, the USSR for its cleanup
of Lake Baikal, the National Geographic Society and
the Public Broadcasting System for their Nature
Series, the government of Sweden, and the President
of Kenya, among others.

Roberts was instrumental in
fostering the first global
warming teleconference be-
tween the Soviet Union and
the United States last May.

Presented by Noel Brown, director of UNEP, the 1989
award was bestowed upon Roberts "in recognition of
his distinguished leadership, dedication and support of
the cause of the environment, and for placing so
generously his wisdom and talents in the service of the
earth."

A special evening program, attended by more than 200
of Roberts' friends from around the world and emceed
by Richard Anthes, UCAR president, included tributes
by Terrell Minger, president of the Institute for
Resource Management, and Russell Schweickart,
president of the Association of Space Explorers.

A trailblazer, Roberts in 1940 set up the High Altitude
Observatory on the Continental Divide at Climax,
Colorado, which has evolved from a one-man opera-
tion affiliated with the Harvard College Observatory to
a research division of NCAR. While there he laid the
foundations of his scientific reputation. He made
original contributions about the behavior of the sun by
photographing its prominences and corona through a
newly invented solar telescope called the coronagraph.

Walt Roberts sits atop the geographical prominence that bears
his name: the Walter Orr Roberts Mesa in Boulder, Colorado.
(File photo by Ginger Hein.)

Walt completed the Western Hemisphere's first
example of a coronagraph, which allows study of
features near the surface of the sun by creating an
artificial eclipse.

One contribution was the discovery that strong coronal
emission regions on the sun were followed by radio
fadeouts several days later. The young solar physicist
stayed at Climax throughout World War II, sending
the valuable information to the Interservice Radio
Propagation Laboratory in Washington D.C. After the
war, that laboratory became the basis for the Central
Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau
of Standards, which established its branch in Boulder,
in part because Roberts and his co-workers were doing
closely related research.

............................. ....
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Roberts is also a visionary. He was influential in
establishing Boulder's space and rocket science
communities that later spawned the University of
Colorado's Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
and Ball Brothers Research Corporation, now Ball
Aerospace Systems Division.

In 1960, the National Science Foundation asked
Roberts to be the director of the newly formed NCAR
in Boulder, which he headed until 1968. He simulta-
neously held the presidency of UCAR from its incep-
tion in 1960 and continued in that position until 1973.
Since he retired from administrative duties, Roberts
has been able to devote more time to scientific

endeavors on a larger scale in his role as teacher/
adviser to students and colleagues as well as leaders of
government, business, and industry around the world.

Recently he was instrumental in fostering the first
greenhouse "glasnost" teleconference between the
Soviet Union and the United States last May; the
computer-mediated teleconference continues actively
today, linking 12 scientists from each country in
regular dialogue about climate change and its potential
impacts, political, social, and economic, as well as
geophysical.

Joan Frisch is manager of Media Relations for NCAR.

Serafin appointed director of NCAR
by Joan Vandiver Frisch

UCAR president Richard Anthes has appointed Dr.
Robert J. Serafin to be the new director of NCAR.
The appointment was authorized by the UCAR Board
of Trustees at their spring meeting at the corporation
headquarters in Boulder, Colorado. Anthes noted that
this appointment follows an international search by a
distinguished committee chaired by Chuck Leith of
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. Anthes said, "the
committee and I believe that Bob brings to this
position a wealth of experience in NCAR, the univer-
sities, and the national and international scientific
community. Bob has a fine appreciation of and
dedication to the broad atmospheric, oceanic, and
related sciences."

Serafin has been director of NCAR's largest division,
the Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD), for the
past eight years. ATD operates the research center's
radar facilities and its fleet of three research aircraft
for field programs here, throughout the United States,
and abroad. During Serafin's tenure, ATD has
established an international reputation for its develop-
ment of very sensitive Doppler radars and software to
detect the presence of wind shear, a serious hazard to
landing and departing aircraft at airports.

Editor's note: A future issue of the SCD Computing
News will provide an article in which Serafin
describes his views about computing at NCAR.

"Never before have the atmospheric sciences provided
greater challenges or been more important to society
than they are today," says Serafin. "We are all aware
that [climate change] has become a major concern of
President Bush and his administration. It is our plan for
NCAR, in combination with our university colleagues, to
play a major role in providing the basic understanding
needed for effective decision making." (Photo by Ginger
Hein.)

Joan Frisch is manager of Media Relations for NCAR.
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Symposium gives new perspectives on mass storage
by Karen Friedman and Juli Rew

Editor's Note: Some of the information in this article
came from the Spang-Robinson Report, November
1988.

Realizing that progress in meeting current demands for
mass storage will require rapid innovation, attendees at
the Ninth IEEE Symposium on Mass Storage Systems
gathered in Monterey during November 1988 to
discuss the latest storage technology, software, and
standards. Bernie O'Lear, SCD Systems Section
manager, chaired the symposium, which was
sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Mass Storage Systems and
Technology Technical Committee. Karen Friedman
(SCD) coordinated the local arrangements for the
symposium.

Bringing users and vendors together

The symposium brought together users and vendors to
discuss technical requirements, current and future user
applications, and system market availability. The
tutorial sessions held the day before the symposium
addressed the range of candidate technologies, their
role in the development of storage systems, trends
analysis, and product examples, and was aimed at
those attendees who were faced with the problem of
integrating various storage technologies and devices
and developing reliable and expandable storage
systems tailored to their own computing environment.

NCAR's MSS: A role model

Computing in the atmospheric sciences involves
massive amounts of data and enormous numbers of
calculations. The giant datasets that result from both
field experiments and computer analyses have to be
stored, yet remain accessible to researchers. It is
estimated that the input of global change data alone
will be 3 to 7 terabits a day by 1997. The average
dataset size being handled by the NCAR Mass Storage
System (MSS) has grown to 208 megabits (Mb).

The NCAR Mass Storage System (MSS) served as a
prominent example of a working mass storage system
at the symposium. SCD Systems staff members

presented several discussions about the hardware and
software of the MSS and contrasted it with the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Common File
System (CFS), another successful mass storage
system.

The MSS files are known as "bitfiles," which are
simply files that contain a bit string that is unrestricted
in size or structure. The MSS contains a "bitfile
server" that receives requests from several different
types of "bitfile clients" (a component defined in the
IEEE Reference Model). Marc Nelson (SCD
Systems), in his tutorial presentation "The Bitfile
Server of the NCAR Mass Storage System," reported
that since all clients use the same interface to reach
the MSS, we did not distinguish among them when we
implemented our bitfile server. Types of requests that
the MSS bitfile server can handle include creation and
deletion of bitfiles, modification, retrieval, and storage
of bitfiles, queries for information about bitfiles,
aborting of previously issued requests, and locking of
bitfiles. Bitfiles in the MSS have a carefully chosen
set of attributes, some of which are unique to the
usage patterns of the NCAR programming
environment.

The MSS and CFS products
will potentially compete in
the same research-oriented
marketplace.

Dave Kitts (SCD Systems) and Sam Coleman and
Bruce Griffing (both of Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), in their talk "Bitfile Mover," discussed
the module of the IEEE Reference Model responsible
for actually moving the data body of a bitfile, called
the "bitfile mover." Some of the NCAR MSS's
clients can use bitfile movers to move data over the
NCAR Local Data Network (nicknamed the
"fastpath"). Such bitfile movers can read and write
parallel data streams directly on any of the devices in
the NCAR network.

Kathy Fryberger and Marc Nelson (SCD Systems), in
their talk "Import and Export of Data on the NCAR
Mass Storage System," discussed the particular
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problems involved in getting data that have been
collected in the field by research platforms onto the
supercomputers and into the archives. The process of
moving data to the MSS from foreign media, such as
tapes, is called import. The reverse process is called
export. SCD recently developed a new import/export
facility called MIMPORT/MEXPORT to move data to
and from the MSS. It has been designed so that it
does not burden the user with a complex series of tape
allocation requests, and it is easily upgradable to
support many types of external storage devices.

Erich Thanhardt and Gene Harano (SCD Systems)
discussed "File Migration in the NCAR Mass Storage
System." The average atmospheric science data file is
208 Mb, much larger than at other computing
installations. Approximately 2,500 bitfiles move
through the MSS each day. To deal with this heavy
traffic, SCD has developed file migration policies that
enhance MSS throughput and provide rapid access to
data on its disk farm.

MSS and CFS: A Tale of Two Systems

Bill Collins (LANL), Marjorie Devaney (LANL), and
David Kitts (SCD Systems) compared the NCAR MSS
and the LANL CFS in "Profiles in Mass Storage: A

Several members of the SCD
Systems Section discussed
NCAR's Mass Storage
System at the recent IEEE
Symposium on Mass Storage ' i
Systems. Left to right: Erich
Thanhardt, Dave Kitts,
Bernie O'Lear, and Gene
Harano. Another presenta-
tion was given by Kathy
Fryberger (not shown).
(Photo by Ginger Hein).

Tale of Two Systems." Both mass storage systems
serve heterogeneous computing networks of
supercomputers, general-purpose computers, scientific
workstations, and personal computers. Both systems
are controlled by IBM mainframes using the MVS
operating system and feature IBM 3380 disks for
active file storage and large tape farms of IBM 3480
tape cartridges for data archival. While both systems
are considered relatively easy to use, the CFS contains
more provisions for security, having been designed for
use in an environment with a secure computing
partition.

The two systems differ most significantly in the
area of file movement. The MSS allows the super-
computers to read and write directly to storage
devices. This approach gives higher data transfer
rates and allows a smaller control processor to be
used. CFS requires all storage system access be
through the control processor for better security and
integrity and uses a ring configuration of processors
to handle multiple data transfers in parallel.

Both systems are going commercial. As part of its
effort to facilitate the transfer of new technology to
the private sector, the UCAR Foundation has entered a
licensing agreement with Mesa Archival Systems, Inc.,

6 MAY 1989
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of Boulder to make the MSS suitable for installation
in a commercial operation and market the result. CFS
software has been installed at 17 other computing
sites, and plans for commercializing the CFS were
announced recently. The MSS and CFS products will
potentially compete in the same research-oriented
marketplace.

IEEE Mass Storage Systems Reference Model

Development of the IEEE Mass Storage Reference
Model began in 1983, when the IEEE Mass Storage
Systems and Technology Technical Committee
organized a special workshop as an extension of the
symposium. Participants at the first workshop were
MSS specialists known to have particular expertise in
some or all areas of MSS hardware/software design,
construction, installation, maintenance, or
management.

The group decided that an additional objective of the
workshop would be to improve communications and
understanding in the field of MSS by formalizing the
definitions and concepts of MSS. Although many
different existing models were discussed at the
workshop, none were readily accepted as the definitive
version. Additionally, the mass storage marketplace
had been slow to develop products for the general
user, instead opting for systems that appeal only to a
small group of users. Thus, in an effort to stimulate
systems designers to build products for the future
rather than depend on designs from the past, the
workshop participants chose to define a reference
model in which the vendors could design separate
modules, each as an individual product, that could
eventually be interchanged to meet a wide variety of
system requirements.

Since 1983, this workshop has been chaired annually
by Stephen Miller of SRI International, Menlo Park,
Calif., and William Collins, of LANL. Many
successful, functional mass storage systems were
studied and the common requirements extracted. It is
important to note that this model is comprised of
functions offered as modules, not designs or hardware.
These functions are now being offered as modules that
can "satisfy a large number of system requirements,
thereby enlarging the available market and making it
more attractive for vendor investment." A major
portion of the first day's meetings at the symposium
was devoted to the Reference Model.

Networking and mass storage

Another session of the symposium was devoted to
networking and mass storage. Today's computing
center environment requires sophisticated networks to
quickly move data to the user or back and forth to the
computer. A modem data network must satisfy at
least three requirements:
" high-speed data transfer to feed the large data

requirements of supercomputers.
" a mass storage system to respond quickly to many

thousands of requests for medium-sized datasets.
This requires parallel transmission of many datasets.

" an interface to a distributed file system.

Development of the Reference
Model began in 1983.

New developments

Designers of mass storage systems now face the
challenge of accommodating many different devicc-
dependent characteristics, evolutionary technological
trends, and soaring and intensely specific data
requirements of each prospective MSS user.
Traditional storage media such as magnetic disk,
magnetic tape, and Random Access Memory (RAM)
are reaching their physical limits to meet the
increasing demands placed on them. They are either
expanding to include or are being replaced by newer
technologies such as optical storage. Many of these
developments were discussed in the tutorial, held the
day before the symposium.

Magnetic disk technology is expanding at an ever
increasing rate. For example, between 1970 and 1979,
the areal density (the measurement of space
distribution over a specified area of a disk or tape)
increased by a factor of ten. It increased by another
factor of ten from 1978 to 1988. Even though the
current thin-film technology shows additional
progress, magneto-resistive, a new recording head
technology, could show two successive improvements
of a factor of ten. Additionally, disk striping, a
software enhancement, provides faster disk transfer
rates. Maximum Strategy, Inc., San Jose, Calif., has
developed a device that can manipulate multiple disks
as an array, transferring data simultaneously,
somewhat like striping.
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The solid-state storage device (SSD), as a form of
mass storage, is another emerging technology. SSDs,
with both rotating disk backups and solid-state cache
memory, are an attractive storage alternative,
especially if the cost per unit decreases.

Automated cartridge libraries
offer a significant improve-
ment in storage and retrieval
time for error reduction for
organizations with massive
archival storage needs.

Magnetic tape, another popular storage alternative,
offers many media choices. The 10-1/2-inch magnetic
tape reel was once the major storage candidate. It is
still an economical medium; however, half-inch
cartridge tape is rapidly gaining in popularity because
of its increased density, handling ease, and application
in automated tape handling systems. Other types of
magnetic tape in a variety of sizes are appearing,
especially in rotating head devices that use cassettes or
cartridges. Even though their application is rather
limited (in terms of data acquisition), faster transfer
rates may widen their acceptability.

Optical storage can be used in three major
applications: Compact Disk Read Only Memory
(CDROM), Write Once Read Many (WORM), and
erasable optical memory, or magneto-optical storage.
This medium has high storage density and a long
media life. The current digital audio compact disk
technology is the basis for the optical ROM products.
Since CDROM must undergo an elaborate mastering
process, its application is more cost-effective for large-
scale software and database distribution. WORM,
however, in its three formats (5-1/4-inch,
12-inch, and 14-inch) is more closely applicable to
data archival and retrieval.

Erasable optical storage, which not only accommodates
the same storage capacities as optical media but has
the capability of overwriting data, is still in the
development stage. The major concern with this
technology is that prior to rewriting, the disk must be
erased, which uses valuable time.

The automated cartridge library (ACL) is actually a
physical repository for storing data. (It is not a
program library or a collection of software.)
Automated repositories using robotics were developed
to reduce access time to archival storage. The NCAR
system is not automated. Out of our 60,000-cartridge
collection, NCAR operators mount nearly 900
cartridges a day, 38 an hour, or one every 2 minutes
on the IBM 3480 tape cartridge system. By contrast,
Mervyn's department store corporate office in
Hayward, Calif., uses the 4400 Automatic Cartridge
System manufactured by Storage Technology Corp.
This system, consisting of five Library Storage
Modules, each containing approximately 6,000
cartridges, has a robotics device that mounts and
demounts nearly 2,570 cartridges per day, with a
response time of 40 seconds from mount message to
readied device.

Optical disk cartridges are also well suited to
automated handling. FileTek Inc., Rockville, Md., has
developed an automated mass storage system that
utilizes optical storage as its medium. The Physical
Sciences Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, created the Optical Archival Store that uses
optical disk cassettes which can be retrieved and
mounted in an average of 10 seconds. ACL
development is still growing but offers a significant
improvement in storage and retrieval time and error
reduction for organizations with massive archival
storage needs.

Future directions

Symposium participants agreed that the future of mass
storage systems such as the MSS and CFS will be to
provide storage for extremely large amounts of data
and increase the speed at which large amounts of data
can be moved. New storage media, such as optical
disk and tape, must have capacities on the order of
hundreds of gigabytes. Robotics for archival storage
devices are needed to process the large number of
requests for individual tapes to be accessed, mounted,
and read. Data transfer rates must approach a gigabit
per second to move the large files quickly, and storage
system interfaces must be standardized to make them
interchangeable and easier to use.
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Proceedings

"Digest of Papers: Ninth IEEE Symposium on Mass
Storage Systems" (IEEE Catalog No. 88CH2626-0,
$20.00) may be ordered from the IEEE Service
Center, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway,
NJ 08855-1331. "Tutorial Notes: Building Blocks
for Storage Systems" ($50.00) may be ordered from
Karen Friedman, NCAR Scientific Computing
Division, P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307-3000.

You may also contact Karen via e-mail at
karen@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet or by calling
(303) 497-1276.

Karen Friedman is Technical Communications Coordinator
in SCD, and Juli Rew is acting head of the Documentation
Group of the User Services Section within SCD.

O'Lear honored for 25 years of service to NCAR

Bernard T. O'Lear (right) was pleased to be joined by his former manager Warren Washington (center) during the
celebration of Bernie's 25 years at NCAR. Warren hired Bernie in the Laboratory of Atmospheric Science Division on
April 13, 1964. Warren is now director of the NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division, and Bernie is manager of the
SCD Systems Section. Also contributing to Bernie's celebration are Systems Section staff members David Kitts (left), who
also worked at NCAR in 1964 and Darrell Holley (rear). (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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Marc Nelson: 1951 - 1989

by Carol Rasmussen

NCAR was grieved to learn of Marc Nelson's death
on March 17, 1989. Marc had been an SCD staff
member since 1979, and was deeply involved in the
development of the Mass Storage System (MSS).
According to Dave Kitts, his supervisor, Marc was
recognized for his work in mass storage systems,
having presented several papers at national and
international symposiums. Marc was also integral to
NCAR's networking efforts, especially the Mainframe
and Server Network (MASnet) for the Cray
computers.

Dave commented, "Marc was just an invaluable staff
member. He was fluent in IBM and Cray, and was
also a UNIX expert." SCD Director Bill Buzbee
summarized, "Marc was an especially talented and
hard-working member of SCD. In the course of his
career, he played a significant role in making SCD
what it is today. We shall miss him."

Marc was known in the community for his
involvement in outdoor and civil rights activities,
including membership in the Sierra Club Legal
Defense program and the American Civil Liberties
Union, of which he was an officer.

Mark Nelson freely shared his knowledge and experience by
conducting classes and workshops, presenting papers, and
serving as chair for SCD's MSS Advisory Committee. (File
photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Carol Rasmussen is a writer/editor in NCAR's Information
Services, and serves as editor of Staff Notes, NCAR's
weekly newsletter.

New user orientation class schedule for summer
The SCD Consulting Office offers an orientation class
for new users. The class provides basic information
and hands-on experience for those unfamiliar with
NCAR's computing equipment and software. The
orientation consists of two half-day sessions.
Orientation classes for June and August will be held
in the Director's Conference Room at the Mesa Lab;
July classes will be held in the Damon Room. The
schedule for upcoming months is printed below.
Please register at least two days before the class you
want to attend. For more information, please send
e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet or
call (303) 497-1225.

Monday
Tuesday

June 12
June 13

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Tuesday
Wednesday

June 27
June 28

July 13
July 14

July 25
July 26

August 8
August 9

August 22
August 23

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00

13:00 - 16:30
08:30 - 12:00
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SOFTWARE NEWS

CMS commands added and modified on IBM 4381
computer A

by Tom Parker

Two new Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
commands were installed on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer on April 11, 1989. The new MAKEV
command converts a file to variable-length records;
this can often save considerable disk space. The new
MAKEF command converts a file to fixed-length
records, and offers you the option to change the record
length. For details on these commands, log on to the
IBM 4381 computer and type:

HELP MAKEV
or

HELP MAKEF

The existing STATUS exec was modified to correct
some faulty error messages. In addition, all references
to the CRAY-1A computer (C1) formerly installed at
NCAR have been removed.

If you have questions, please contact an SCD consult-
ant. The e-mail addresses are consultl@ncar.ucar.edu
on the Internet, CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer, and CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET.
You may also telephone the consultant on duty at
(303) 497-1278.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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Charges to be instituted
for IBM 4381 front-end
computer use

by Julie Bartram

Effective June 1, all projects, including NSF-
sponsored projects, will be charged for usage of
the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer. These
charges will be deducted from General Accounting
Unit (GAU) allocations. If you do not have a
GAU allocation, you will no longer be able to log
on to the IBM 4381 (IO) computer. Also, if you
have exhausted your GAU allocation for a
particular project, you will not be able to log on
under the account for that project. If you have
multiple projects, however, the screen will prompt
you to enter one of your other project numbers if
you were denied access via a project with
insufficient GAUs.

You can direct your GAU charges for IBM 4381
use to any of your valid project numbers. Two
commands are available on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer for you to change the account being
charged:

CHARGE Temporary change for current
session only

CHGPROJ Makes permanent change that
takes effect by the next working day

For details on using CHARGE or CHGPROJ, log
on to the IBM 4381 (IO) computer and type:

HELP CHARGE
or

HELP CHGPROJ

Charging formula for IBM 4381 (IO)
computer use

All terminal sessions run on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer are charged according to the

use of resources as expressed in the following
formula:

G = (.21*TCP + .0018*ATP) * (1+M) +
.0015*TDC*M + .006*TCN + .0021*MH +
.005*TTP + .0002*TDK + .0006*MSA

where
G = GAUs charged
TCP = Total CPU time used, in hours
ATP = Total amount of data read from and

written to tapes, in megawords (4-byte
words)

M = 50% of the maximum memory
allowable, in megawords (4-byte words).
The maximum memory allowable is
constant for a given user and is
determined by user request.

TDC = Total time in disconnect status, in hours
TCN = Total terminal connect time, in hours
MH = Number of tape mounts
TTP = Total tape drive connect time, in hours
TDK = Total temporary disk (TDISK) usage, in

megaword-hours (4-byte words)
MSA = Total amount of data transferred to or

from the MSS via the Mainframe and
Server Network (MASnet) in megawords
(8-byte words)

Total GAU charges (except for MSS accesses via
MASnet) for a terminal session are displayed on
the terminal at the end of the session. The amount
of resources used is also displayed, using the
abbreviations shown above. MSA is not available
at the end of a session; therefore, it is neither
displayed nor included in the GAU charges
displayed. Charges for MSA are accumulated and
assessed the following morning.

All charges, including those for MSS accesses, are
summarized in online daily and monthly reports.
For details about accessing these online reports,
log on to the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer
and type:

HELP PRJDAILY

Additional reports are also available from SCD's
Resource Accounting Group at (303) 497-1235.
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Please direct any questions about this new policy
to Pete Peterson. His e-mail address is
peterson@ncar.ucar.edu and his telephone number
is (303) 497-1209.

Julie Bartram is head of the Resource Accounting
Group within SCD.

MSS charging formula clarified

by Nancy Dawson

We have made a few corrections to the wording
that describes the charging formula for Mass
Storage System use. These changes should clarify
what is represented by the parts of the formula.
The following changes have been made:
* The formula letter M has been changed to MT,

which is now defined as "the number of tape and
cartridge mounts."

* TI is now defined as "the number of import/
export jobs."

These changes appear in "Charges for SCD
Computing Resources," Version 5.2, May 1989.
To obtain copies of SCD documents, see
"Documentation Orders" in the Services Directory
on the back cover of this newsletter.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Password changing procedure
simplified for IBM 4381
computer

by Tom Parker

A new executable file (exec) is now available on
the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer to simplify
the way you change your VM/CMS logon
password. The VMSECURE MAINT
PASSWORD command continues to work
normally.

The new procedure allows you to change your
password by simply typing the command
PASSWORD. The system prompts you for your
existing logon password, then requests your new
password.

If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

CMS crayque exec updated

by Lynne Andrade

The crayque exec available on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer has been updated to show the
correct number of jobs in the queues for the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer. You may now log on
to the IBM 4381 (IO) computer and type:

crayque
to display the number of jobs active and queued
for the Cray computer. Your screen shows a table
indicating the number of jobs running and the
number of jobs queued for each of the job classes.
The jobs are tabulated by job class and queue.

This command is useful for determining which job
class will provide the quickest turnaround time for
your Cray job. Since the table is not updated
continuously, you need to check the top line on
the table to see when it was generated. Select the
class that appears most favorable for your time and
GAU requirements.

If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer,
and CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You
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may also telephone the consultant on duty at (303)
497-1278.

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Large graphics metafiles may be
held in queues for Xerox 4050
laser printers

by Darrell Holley

The Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS) operating
system on the IBM 4381 Mass Storage Control
Processor (MSCP) uses separate procedures for
handling text files and graphics metafiles sent to
the Xerox 4050 laser printers across the
Mainframe and Server Network (MASnet). In
general, text files are printed with very little delay,
even during congested periods. Small graphics
metafiles are also usually printed quickly.
However, large graphics metafiles may be held in
a queue, making significant delays possible during
times when many laser printer requests are
competing for system resources. The priority
system we use allows our Mass Storage System
(MSS) to provide optimum job throughput during
periods of heavy use.

How the system separates print requests

The MASnet software on the MVS operating
system first checks the DC parameter in the Cray
job DISPOSE statement to determine the file type:
DC=PR specifies a text file and DC=PT specifies a
graphics metafile. The print request is held in
either the text queue or one of the two graphics
queues.

Print requests for text files

Print requests for text files are held in a First In,
First Out (FIFO) queue while they wait for one of

the two Xerox 4050 laser printers to become
available. There is rarely a delay for any print
request in this queue to move through and be
printed on the next available printer.

Print requests for graphics metafiles

Print requests for graphics metafiles are divided
into two separate FIFO queues. One queue is for
metafiles that contain 6,666 or fewer 512-byte
blocks (3,412,992 bytes), and another queue for
metafiles between 6,667 and 25,000 blocks in size.
(The system will not accept metafiles containing
more than 25,000 blocks.) Before any graphics
metafile can be printed, it must first be translated
on the MSCP.

Small metafiles are all translated before large ones;
the queue containing small metafiles must be
empty before a large metafile in the other queue
will be translated. The MSCP runs two processes
for translating metafiles: either two small
metafiles or one large and one small metafile can
be translated simultaneously. However, only one
large metafile may be translated at a time to
improve small metafile throughput.

Therefore, if a small metafile enters the queue for
the translator while a large metafile is being
translated, one MSCP process will be available
and the small metafile is translated immediately.
When the large metafile has been translated, the
MSCP translates any additional small metafiles
before starting the next large metafile. As soon as
a graphics metafile of any size has been translated,
it is placed in a final FIFO queue, along with any
text files, for printing by the laser printers.

How text files and graphics metafiles are
printed

Both laser printers are raster devices that image a
page of text in the same way that they image a
page of graphics. Since text and graphics are
imaged at the same speed, most delays occur as
metafiles wait to be translated by the MSCP. The
queue for both printers is serviced very rapidly and
delays seldom occur at this stage of the process.
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Conclusion

If you experience an unusually long wait for a
large graphics metafile to be printed, it is most
likely that your print request is being held in the
large metafile queue awaiting translation on the
MSCP. Small graphics metafiles are translated
quickly and large metafiles rarely wait for the
small metafile queue to be emptied. Your print
request is probably just waiting for other large
metafiles in the queue to be translated on the
single MSCP process available for this task.

One way to speed up the service for your print
request is to reduce the size of your large metafiles
to 3,412,992 bytes or less.

We have found that three peak periods of metafile
print requests usually occur each weekday;
printing delays are most likely around 11:00,
13:30, and 15:00 Mountain Time. Users
occasionally suspect that their print request has
been lost and call the Operations staff to check on
it. Since these print requests are often only
waiting in a queue, we ask that you allow some
extra time for large metafile print requests to be
processed before you call. If you need to check
the laser printer queue, call Computer Operations
at (303) 497-1200.

If you experience problems printing text files or
graphics metafiles on the Xerox 4050 laser
printers, or if you have questions about the job
control language to print your output, please
contact an SCD consultant. The e-mail addresses
are consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Darrell Holley is a systems programmer in the
Distributed Systems Group of the SCD Systems Section.

Schedule announced for
SUDOOS color film processing

by Frieda Garcia

SUDOOS-generated color film is now being
processed in SCD three times each weekday:
10:00, 14:00, and 22:00 (Mountain Daylight Time
- MDT). SUDOOS, the Sun/UNIX DICOMED
Online Operating System, allows users of the
computing facility at NCAR to produce color
graphics on film. We mail color film output to
university sites once each weekday. Users at the
NCAR Mesa Lab may pick up their film in the
Input/Output area (Room 9A).

Because of the complexity of the process, color
film is not processed on weekends or during third
shift hours. If you have questions, please contact
an SCD consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Frieda Garcia is the user support specialist for the SCD

Consulting Office.

FAL package offers access to the
IBM 4381 computer via the
Internet

by Marla Meehl

Internet access to the IBM 4381 computer has
recently been enhanced. In addition to current
access through the SPARTACUS/KNET package
(Internet domain name scd4381.ucar.edu or IP
address 128.117.8.7), a new TCP/IP package has
been installed to provide another access method.
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The new package is provided by IBM and the
product name is IBM 5798-FAL, usually called
FAL.

KNET will continue to be supported through
September 1989, but FAL offers new advantages.
We are encouraging all users to begin using it as
soon as possible. A full comparison of FAL and
KNET will appear in the June/July issue of the
SCD Computing News.

To access FAL in either TELNET server mode
(using TN3270) or FTP server mode, use the IP
address 128.117.8.18 or the Internet domain name
evans.ucar.edu. There are some differences
between these server modes for FAL and
SPARTAKUS/KNET.

The SPARTACUS/KNET package provides IBM
3270 emulation automatically when you use
TELNET to access scd4381.ucar.edu, allowing
full-screen access. With the FAL package, you
must provide IBM 3270 emulation yourself.
TN3270 is a package that is widely available to
provide this emulation on many systems. For
more information on TN3270 and its availability,
see the next article, "TN3270 program allows
Internet access to IBM mainframes" in this issue.
You may also log on to the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer and type:

help tn3270 <return>

You may also use anonymous FTP to
windom.ucar.edu (128.116.64.2) and retrieve the
file by typing:

cd /etc <returnm>
get tn3270.read <return>

In FTP server mode, FAL is more similar to
SPARTACUS/KNET but there are some
differences. For more information on the FAL
server mode functions, request a copy of "FAL
User's Guide," Draft Version 1.0. To obtain
copies of SCD documents, see "Documentation
Orders" in the Services Directory on the back
cover of this newsletter. You may also obtain a
copy of this document by using anonymous FTP to
windom.ucar.edu (128.116.64.2). When you are

logged on to windom, type:
cd docs <return>
get FAL.userguide <return>

If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group within the
SCD Distributed Computing Section.

TN3270 program allows Internet
access to IBM mainframes

by Marla Meehl

TN3270 is the name of a program that allows
interactive access to an IBM mainframe via the
Internet. The TN3270 program is based on
TELNET but provides 3270 emulation to an IBM
mainframe. For those of you who connect to the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer from the
Internet using TELNET to the IP address
128.117.8.7 (domain name scd4381.ucar.edu), the
3270 emulation is automatically provided for you.
However, you can install TN3270 and it will
override the existing program. For those of you
who use FAL, the new package being supported
for IBM 4381 Internet access, you must also
install a 3270 emulator such as TN3270 for
interactive access to the IBM computer.
Information about FAL appears in the preceding
article, "FAL package offers access to the IBM
4381 computer via the Internet."

The TN3270 program is available for a wide
variety of computers. The following list shows the
systems that support TN3270 and where
applicable, provides instructions for accessing the
package.
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UNIX operating system

The current version of the Berkely TN3270
software for the UNIX operating system can be
obtained through anonymous FTP on the Internet
from:

ucbarpa.berkeley.edu (10.0.0.78)

Access the online README file to locate the
appropriate directory and filenames for
downloading the TN3270 software.

Macintosh

There are a number of versions of TN3270 for the
Macintosh. The current version of the NCSA
TN3270 software for the Macintosh can be
obtained through anonymous FTP on the Internet
from:

ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu (128.174.20.50)

Access the online README file to locate the
appropriate directory and filenames for
downloading the TN3270 software.

Copies of NCSA TN3270 software on diskette are
available for a small fee from:

NCSA Telnet Orders
152 Computing Applications Building
605 East Springfield Avenue
Champaign, IL 61820

The current version of TN3270 software for the
Macintosh is also available from Brown University
via anonymous FTP on the Internet from:

brownvm.brown.edu (128.148.128.40)

Access the online README file to locate the
appropriate directory and filenames for
downloading the TN3270 software.

Note: For users having problems using FTP or for
users who don't currently have access to FTP, a
Macintosh diskette with the Brown University
version of TN3270 and the NCSA TCP/IP
software for the Macintosh can be obtained from
Frieda Garcia at NCAR. Her e-mail addresses are
frieda@ncar.ucar.edu on the Intemrnet and FRIEDA

on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer. You
may also call her at (303) 497-1254. She will
answer questions concerning the configuration and
use of this software.

IBM PC or clone

There are two TN3270 packages available for
purchase for the IBM PC and its clones. One
TN3270 package is available from IBM and is
included in their complete PC package named
"TCP/IP for PC." The other TN3270 package is
available from FTP Software, Inc., and is included
in their complete PC package named "PC/TCP."
Their telephone number is (617) 246-0900 and
their address is 26 Princess Street, Wakefield, MA
01880-3004.

VAX/VMS operating system

Currently, there is only one TN3270 package
available for the VAX/VMS system. The
Wollongong Group's TCP/IP package supports a
TN3270 program within its full package.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group within the
SCD Distributed Computing Section.

New documentation catalog
available

The new SCD "User Documentation Catalog,"
Version 2.0, May 1989 (32 pages), is now
available. The revised catalog contains additional
descriptions of the more than two dozen new or
revised documents published since last fall.
Documentation listed in the catalog is grouped into
the following nine categories:
* Introductory
* Cray Computers
* IBM Computers
* Input/Output
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* Mass Storage System
* Applications Software
* Graphics
* Networking and Data Communications
* Additional Topics

The catalog also describes selected vendor
documents and manuals that are useful in the SCD
computing environment, along with addresses
where they can be ordered. Order forms for SCD
documentation and for the NCAR Graphics
Package are also included. There is no charge for
most SCD documentation; price lists are included
in the catalog where appropriate.

You may order copies of the catalog from Mary
Buck by sending e-mail to maryb@ncar.ucar.edu
on the Internet or MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer, or by calling her at (303) 497-1232. If
you are at the Mesa Lab, you may obtain copies of
the catalog from the SCD Consulting Office,
Room 17.

Latest version of the charging
document

"Charges for SCD Computing Resources," Version
5.2, May 1989 (12 pages), is now available. This
document was revised to incorporate the changes
listed in articles in this issue's Systems News
department.

command MSINFO to perform this function.
After deciding when you will return to your site,
you can run a small Cray job to check which of
your datasets will expire before that date. You
simply use the EXPIRES parameter in conjunction
with the WHERE parameter in the Cray version of
the MSINFO command. These options are only
available in the Cray version of MSINFO.

Assume that you will be away for the month of
June and want to know which of your MSS
datasets will expire during that time. Also assume
that you have no more than ten MSS directory
levels. The following job will provide only the
information you need without listing all of your
other datasets and their expiration dates.

JOB,JN=MSSEXP,CL=EX 1,OLM= 100.
ACCOUNT=xxxxyyyyyyyy.
MSINFO ( NAME=/yourname LEVELS=10 ^

SELECT=NAME,EXPIRES WHERE='EXPIRES A

LT 89/07/01' )
\EOF

The output from this job will be a list of all
datasets expiring between the date you run the job
and the last day of June, sorted by dataset name.
If you want the list sorted by expiration date,
change the SELECT parameter to
SELECT=EXPIRES,NAME.

Barbara Horner-Miller is the Consulting Group Head in
the SCD User Services Section.

List your expiring MSS datasets
with a Cray job

by Barbara Horner-Miller

As users start planning their summer vacations,
they call and ask how to check for MSS datasets
that might expire while they are away. There is a
very good and very simple way to use the Cray
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The following list includes acronyms and terms used in this issue and in the NCAR computing environment.

ACL
ALPEX
ATD
bitfiles
BITNET
CDROM
CFS
CMS
CRAY,CX
CRAY X-MP/18

DICOMED
FAL

fastpath

FIFO
FTP
GAU
HAO
HAPEX

IEEE
Internet
KNET

LANL
LDN

MASnet
Mb
MB
Mflops
MSCP
MSS
MVS
NCSA
NSF
PC
RAM
ROM
SCDUG
shavano
SSD

Automated Cartridge Library
NSF's Global Atmospheric Research Program - Alpine Experiment
Atmospheric Technology Division at NCAR
Files containing a bit string that is unrestricted in size or structure
Because It's Time Network
Compact Disk Read Only Memory
Common File System, a mass storage system at LANL
Conversational Monitor System, a component of the IBM VM operating system
The CRAY X-MP/48 computer running the COS operating system at NCAR
Single-processor CRAY X-MP computer running the UNICOS operating system at
NCAR; Internet name shavano
Online graphic recorder used at NCAR for producing output on film
Common name for IBM TCP/IP IBM 5798-FAL, a TCP/IP package installed at NCAR
to provide Internet access to the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer
Nickname for NCAR Local Data Network, a dedicated link for transferring large
amounts of data very quickly between the MSS and the Cray computers at NCAR
First In, First Out, a queue management scheme
File Transfer Protocol
General Accounting Unit
High Altitude Observatory at NCAR
NSF's Global Atmospheric Research Program - Hydrological and Atmospheric Pilot
Experiment
Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers
A collection of interconnected regional and wide area networks that use the IP protocol
Common name for SPARTACUS/KNET, a TCP/IP package installed at NCAR to
provide Internet access to the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer
Los Alamos National Laboratory
A dedicated link for transferring large amounts of data very quickly between the MSS
and the Cray computers at NCAR; also called "fastpath"
NCAR's Mainframe and Server Network (formerly the NCAR Local Network)
Megabits
Megabytes
Megaflops, million floating point operations per second
Mass Storage Control Processor at NCAR
Mass Storage System at NCAR
Multiple Virtual Storage, an IBM operating system
National Center for Supercomputing Applications
National Science Foundation
Personal Computer
Random Access Memory
Read Only Memory
Scientific Computing Division Users Group
Internet name for the CRAY X-MP/18 computer at NCAR
Solid-state Storage Device, an external memory device for CRAY,CX
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SUDOOS
TCP/IP
TDISK

Telenet
TELNET
TN3270

UCAR
UNEP
UNICOS
UserDoc
userid

VAX/VMS

VM/CMS
WORM

.i.i.i~i~i~i~~fii~;~si~~.iiiii~iii~~j~ii~~i.jiiiiiiiiiiii:iii.iii.i.iiiijij~rii ... iriii:iiiriit:::: I::::: ~ :~:::ii~:liilli'''''''''''''''""'' '"''''''''''''''''' '' ''''''''''~'' '' '~ ''''''"' '''' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '''''''''
20 MAY 1989

Sun/UNIX DICOMED Online Operating System
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Temporary disk, a CMS command that allows users to create additional disk space for
their userids on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer
A public packet-switching network operated by US Sprint
A TCP/IP protocol that allows interactive access to computers on a TCP/IP network
A program on a remote host that provides IBM 3270 emulation, allowing interactive
access to IBM mainframe computers via the Internet
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
United Nations Environment Programme
UNIX-based Cray Operating System
A document written by SCD staff to explain a specific aspect of computing at NCAR
A computer user's unique name that is associated with a password and required for
logging on to a multiuser computer system
Virtual Memory System, a Digital Equipment Corporation operating system for VAX
computers
Virtual Machine/Conversational Monitor System, an IBM operating system
Write Once Read Many
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Scientist

Jhoon Kim
University of Michigan

Hiroshi Tanaka
University of Alaska

T. Takahashi
University of Hawaii at Hilo

M. Susan Lozier
University of Washington

Yi-Leng Chen
University of Hawaii

Boris Moro
North Carolina State University

Larry Mahrt
Oregon State University

Carl Wunsch
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Steven A. Ackerman
University of Wisconsin-Madison

*Carlos R. Mechoso
University of California at

Los Angeles

Eileen E. Hofmann
Texas A & M University

*Larry Mahrt
Oregon State University

Zejin Xian
Colorado State University

Julia Nogues-Paegle
University of Utah

Project Title ]

Modeling of Mars' upper atmosphere

Construction of 3-D spectral primitive
model using normal mode expansion
(demonstration)

Warm rain study in Hawaii - rain
duration

(OCE) Lagrangian potential vorticity
signatures in an oceanic model

Heavy precipitation events during TAMEX
(Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment)

(OCE) Vortex streets on the beta-plane

Turbulent structure in the ALPEX bora

(OCE) Ocean circulation inverse modeling

Maintenance of datasets under NSF grants

Numerical simulation of the global
atmosphere

(OCE) Descent-ascent model of eggs and larvae
of Euphausia superba

Decomposition of boundary-layer turbulence
in HAPEX

The effect of variations in surface moisture
and vegetation on cumulus convection

Effect of tropical heating in extra-tropical
latitudes

Request

10.0

1.0

50.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

15.0

5.0

5.0

135.0

30.0

84.0

40.0

50.0

GAU

Allocation

10.0

1.0

50.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

15.0

5.0

5.0

135.0

30.0

84.0

40.0

50.0
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Scientist

Joseph M. Prospero
University of Miami

*Martin V. Goldman
University of Colorado

*Akio Arakawa
Kuanman Xu
University of California
at Los Angeles

*Steven L. Guberman
Institute for Scientific Research

*Thomas T. Warner
Pennsylvania State University

*Robert W. Schunk
J. J. Soyka
Utah State University

*Robert W. Schunk
J. J. Soyka
Utah State University

*Russell L. Snyder
Nova University Oceanographic

Center

*Heinz O. Kreiss
University of California

at Los Angeles

*William R. Cotton
James E. Bossert
Colorado State University

Douglas K. Lilly
University of Oklahoma

Roger M. Samelson
Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution

Donald E. Hagen
University of Missouri-Rolla

*James E. Carton
University of Maryland

Project Title Request Allocation

Atmospheric transport and deposition of 5.0
aerosols over the North Atlantic (AEROCE)

Plasma turbulence in the solar wind and sun 110.6

Numerical simulation of cumulus cloud 110.0
ensembles

Theoretical studies in aeronomy 376.6

Numerical simulation in CSI 105.0

Plasma expansion and polar wind 174.0

Ionospheric dynamics at high latitudes 146.0

(OCE) Wave model computations 100.0

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes 100.0
equations

Numerical simulation of regional-scale 97.5
winds over the Colorado mountains

Numerical simulation of an experimental 25.0
vortex

(OCE) Local baroclinic instability of quasi- 45.0
geostrophic flow

Microphysical study of heterogeneous 20.0
nucleation

(OCE) Interannual variability of the tropical 103.0
Atlantic Ocean
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GAU

5.0

110.6

110.0

376.6

105.0

174.0

146.0

100.0

100.0

97.5

25.0

45.0

20.0

103.0
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Scientist Project Title

*J. Shukla
University of Maryland

*James R. Holton
Dale R. Durran
University of Washington

*William R. Cotton
Colorado State University

*Timothy L. Killeen
University of Michigan

*David C. Abbott
David G. Hummer
University of Colorado

*Aaron Goldman
David G. Murcray
University of Denver

*Roger A. Pielke
Kemal Gurer
Colorado State University

Ruth S. Lieberman
University of Washington

**Kelvin K. Droegemeier
University of Oklahoma

Request Allocation

Predictability of monthly and seasonally-
averaged circulation

Troposphere-stratosphere coupling
processes

Numerical simulation and analysis of
convective storms

Theoretical diagnostics for thermosphere
dynamics

Expanding atmosphere models for
supernovae

Laboratory spectra of atmospheric trace
gases

Moisture and thermal characteristics of
cumulus cloud-topped boundary layer
over land

Analysis of the diurnal tropospheric
heating cycle of the CCM-1

Convective modeling and predictability
studies

* These requests were reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory Panel on March 30-31, 1989.
** This request was reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory Panel on October 6-7, 1988.

OCE: These allocations were made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources earmarked for university
oceanography.

Note: The NCAR review procedures may result in a request being supported at a lower level than requested.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.
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800.0

237.0

680.0

30.0

25.0

49.2

200.0

10.0

255.0

625.0

237.0

100.0

30.0

25.0

50.0

100.0

10.0

255.0
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An index of articles from the past 12 months appears in each issue. Newsletter headings are provided
in parentheses after the issue date to assist in locating specific articles.

Charging - GAUs - Job Classes
Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround

(2/89, Systems)
Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT (2/89, MSS)
Charging document revised again (4/89, Documenta-

tion)
Cray job class changes (10/88, Systems)
CRAY X-MP Job Queue Manager changes (7/88,

Systems)
Execution slots for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer

changed (3/89, Systems)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges implemented (3/89,

MSS)
Mono-processing class now available on CRAY-1A

computer (7/88, Systems)
MP2 job class requires new code; runs during new

times; has lower minimum GAU charge (3/89,
Systems)

New charging document (1/89, Documentation)
One-hour limit on Cray Background 1 jobs removed

(7/88, Systems)
Price reduced for tape and cartridge shipping (3/89,

MSS)
Revised version of charges document (10/88, Docu-

mentation)
SCD reduces GAU charges for CRAY-1A computer

(6/88, Systems)
Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48

(2/89, Feature)
Time changed for Large Model class jobs (8/88,

Systems)
Trailer sheet with GAU charges added to graphics

output
(5/88, Graphics)

Use new form to correct charging problems (7/88,
MSS)

Conferences
Site Liaison Workshop held for users (10/88, Feature)
Supercomputing '88 Conference notes (7/88, Feature)
Supercomputing '89 call for participation (2/89,

Feature)
Workshop reviews progress toward next-generation

networks (7/88, Feature)

Cray Computers
AIX, a possible operating system for an IBM com-

puter as a front end to the CRAY X-MP/18 (3/89,
SCDUG)

Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround
(2/89, Systems)

Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,
Documentation)

Blank compression of Cray-formatted datasets (4/89,
Hints)

CFT77 compiler changes scheduled (12/88, Systems)
CFI77 compiler Release 3.0 becomes default October

21 (10/88, Software)
Commonly occurring Cray error codes (1/89, Hints)
CRAY-1A computer departing (1/89, Systems)
CRAY-1A computer decommissioned (2/89, Systems)
CRAY-1A references in documentation (4/89,

Documentation)
CRAY X-MP moving to COS 1.16 (5/88, Feature)
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving

soon; networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Drop jobs from Cray queues with the DROPJQ Cray

utility (3/89, Systems)
Dynamic sharing of SSD resources implemented

(12/88, Systems)
EDITOR (8/88, Documentation)
Execution slots for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer

changed (3/89, Systems)
Highlights of CFT77 Release 2.0 (7/88, Software)
How to drop Cray jobs with the kill command (4/89,

Systems)
How to use DROPJQ to drop Cray jobs (4/89,

Systems)
Implementation plan for Cray computer running

UNICOS (1/89, SCDUG)
New DISPOSE procedure with MASnet change

(10/88, Software)
New version of Cray JCL (12/88, Documentation)
New version of locally developed utilities (12/88,

Documentation)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Revised version of documentation on CRAY-1A

direct tape connection (7/88, Documentation)
Saturation increases job turnaround time on CRAY

X-MP/48 computer (3/89, Systems)
Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48

(2/89, Feature)
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Shavano - An image of things to come (4/89, Fea-
ture)

Staff pays last respects to CRAY-1A computer (2/89,
Feature)

Technical Advisory Committee offers recommenda-
tions for Cray computer with UNICOS (3/89,
SCDUG)

TBM utilities (10/88, Documentation)
Tracking down run-time errors (12/88, Hints)
Two methods for debugging large programs (10/88,

Hints)
User's guide to color output from the Cray computer

(2/89, Documentation)
Using the Cray SSD at NCAR (10/88, Documenta-

tion)

Documentation
Acronyms document (12/88, Documentation)
Billions and billions of bits (8/88, Acronyms)
Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,

Documentation)
Charging document revised again (4/89, Documenta-

tion)
CRAY-1A references in documentation (4/89,

Documentation)
Descriptions of ODEPACK (3/89, Documentation)
EDITOR (8/88, Documentation)
Frequently used acronyms and terms in SCD (12/88,

Documentation)
GFLASH - A graphics instruction manipulation

package (3/89, Documentation)
IBM documentation available from IBM (12/88,

Documentation)
Metafile manipulation utilities (12/88, Documentation)
MIGS access to the color DICOMED (4/89, Docu-

mentation)
MIGS remote systems administrator's guide (10/88,

Documentation)
MIGS user's guide (12/88, Documentation)
Movie guide (8/88, Documentation)
MSS tape facility: MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88,

Documentation)
MUDPACK document revised (3/89, Documentation)
MUDPAK (8/88, Documentation)
New charging document (1/89, Documentation)
New document on e-mail (4/89, Documentation)
New user orientation student guide (10/88, Documen-

tation)
New version of Cray JCL (12/88, Documentation)
New version of IFTRAN preprocessor (4/89, Docu-

mentation)
New version of locally developed utilities (12/88,

Documentation)

Ordering SCD documentation over the Internet (6/88,
Documentation)

Preliminary SUDOOS reference manual (2/89,
Documentation)

The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Revised version of documentation on CRAY-1A

direct tape connection (7/88, Documentation)
Revised version of FISHPAK documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
Revised version of RSCS documentation (7/88,

Documentation)
Revised version of SSDLIN documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
SCD's two-year development plan and past year

review now available (3/89, Documentation)
STARPAC user's guide (4/89, Documentation)
SUDOOS documentation (12/88, Documentation)
TBM utilities (10/88, Documentation)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems

(12/88, Documentation)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)
Updated order form contains latest documents (4/89,

Documentation)
User Documentation Catalog (9/88, Feature)
User's guide to color output from the Cray computer

(2/89, Documentation)
Using the Cray SSD at NCAR (10/88, Documenta-

tion)
Using NCAR Graphics in a UNIX environment (3/89,

Documentation)
Using the NCAR Internet Remote Job Entry System

(1/89, Documentation)

Graphics
CGM translator for Xerox 4050 laser printers updated

(2/89, Graphics)
Change in NCAR Graphics distribution policy (5/88,

Graphics)
Color DICOMED recorder also produces black-and-

white output (3/89, Graphics)
Color DICOMED system adds new parameters (1/89,

Graphics)
Friendly user period opens for color slide output

(12/88, Feature)
GFLASH - A graphics instruction manipulation

package (3/89, Documentation)
GFLASH now available on the Cray GKS libraries

(3/89, Software)
Graphics plans for SCD (6/88, SCDUG)
Metafile manipulation utilities (12/88, Documentation)
Metafile manipulation utilities now support CGM

(12/88, Graphics)
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MIGS access to the color DICOMED (4/89, Docu-
mentation)

Movie guide (8/88, Documentation)
NCAR Graphics Version 2.00 now available for

UNIX (8/88, Graphics)
New GRAPHCAP added (8/88, Graphics)
PLT exec correction in CMS (3/89, Systems)
Preliminary SUDOOS reference manual (2/89,

Documentation)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Progress of the Scientific Visualization Group (4/89,

SCDUG)
Progress of SUDOOS and color DICOMED film

recorder (1/89, SCDUG)
Slide mounting available via SUDOOS (4/89,

Graphics)
SUDOOS documentation (12/88, Documentation)
Target date for color output is Thanksgiving (11/88,

Graphics)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems

(11/88, Software)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems -

correction (12/88, Feature)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems

(12/88, Documentation)
User groups established for text and graphics servers

(3/89, Feature)
Using NCAR Graphics in a UNIX environment (3/89,

Documentation)
Xerox 4050 metafile translator has changed (11/88,

Systems)

IBM 4381 (10) Front-end Computer
AIX, a possible operating system for an IBM com-

puter as a front end to the CRAY X-MP/18 (3/89,
SCDUG)

Change your IBM 4381 front-end password (10/88,
Systems)

CMS Release 4 now on IBM 4381 (12/88, Systems)
Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM?

(5/88, Networking)
IBM documentation available from IBM (12/88,

Documentation)
IBM users: Please remove the TDISK exec from

your PROFILE exec (4/89, Systems)
PLT exec correction in CMS (3/89, Systems)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Sending and receiving mail and files on the IBM 4381

(11/88, Networking)
Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet

and BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (IO)
computer (12/88, Networking)

Updated documentation available from IBM (12/88,
Documentation)

Input/Output
How to change the delivery of your hardcopy output

(2/89, Hints)
New policy for using half-inch magnetic tapes (12/88,

Feature)
Preparing tapes for reading at NCAR (8/88, Hints)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Printing keywords to change (10/88, Systems)
Tape services provided by SCD (2/89, Feature)

Macintosh Computers
Saving and printing screen dumps on the Mac (5/88,

Hints)

Mass Storage System
Advisory committee helps set mass storage priorities

(3/89, Feature)
Changing your mass storage passwords (6/88, MSS)
Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT (2/89, MSS)
Duplicate MSS purge notices sent (10/88, MSS)
Gaining experience with MIMPORT/MEXPORT

(3/89, Hints)
Mass storage system (MSS) (8/88, SCDUG)
MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88, Documentation)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges implemented (3/89,

MSS)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT enhancements implemented

(2/89, MSS)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility ready for general use

(12/88, Software)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT headers easier to read (4/89,

MSS)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT requests may be delayed

(3/89, MSS)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT will replace CRAY-1A tape

facility (1/89, MSS)
MSS tape facility: MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88,

Documentation)
New operating system installed (10/88, MSS)
Old method of sending MSS purge notices discontin-

ued (12/88, MSS)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)

NCAR News
Administrative Computing Services (11/88, SCDUG)
Chervin receives parallel computing award (5/88,

Feature)
Computer and Communications Committee report

(8/88, SCDUG)
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Computing at the Research Aviation Facility (12/88,
SCDUG)

CRAY-1A computer decommissioned (2/89, Systems)
Jenne recognized for data support (4/89, Feature)
NCAR and Digital Equipment Corporation begin joint

research project (2/89, Feature)
New directory of climatologists available (1/89,

Feature)
Rick Anthes appointed UCAR president (11/88,

Feature)
Shavano - An image of things to come (4/89, Fea-

ture)
Software engineering application at NCAR (11/88,

SCDUG)
Staff pays last respects to CRAY-1A computer (2/89,

Feature)

Networking and Data Communications
BITNET and CSNET to merge (4/89, Networking)
BITNET at NCAR (10/88, Software)
BITNET now available (8/88, Networking)
Call for ethical standards in networking issued (1/89,

Feature)
Central post office computer now handling Telemail

and Omnet mail (12/88, Networking)
Changes at NSFNET and ARPANET cause slow-

downs (7/88, Feature)
CMS Kermit updated (10/88, Networking)
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving

soon; networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Cursor control when using TELNET with KNET/

SPARTACUS (8/88, Networking)
Directory of UCAR scientists now online (1/89,

Feature)
E-mail improvements for diskless workstations (2/89,

Networking)
E-mail routing at NCAR (11/88, Feature)
Greg Woods: SCD's electronic mail specialist (6/88,

Feature)
Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM?

(5/88, Networking)
An introduction to networking at NCAR (8/88,

Feature)
Local T1 data and communications network to be

installed (10/88, Networking)
Mail queue warnings implemented (1/89, Networking)
Marla Meehl: Strengthening SCD's data communica-

tions (10/88, Feature)
MASnet/Internet Gateway Server now available

(10/88, Software)
MIGS remote systems administrator's guide (10/88,

Documentation)

MIGS user's guide (12/88, Documentation)
MILNET mailbridges disabled (1/89, Networking)
NCAR connection to SPAN (5/88, Feature)
NSFNET backbone to expand and jump to T1 speeds

(6/88, Feature)
NSFNET update: Measuring the size of the Internet

(12/88, Networking)
New CMS Kermit version installed (7/88, Network-

ing)
New document on e-mail (4/89, Documentation)
New NSFNET backbone now in service (8/88,

Networking)
New PACX access for RL6 and Jeffco added (1/89,

Feature)
Ordering SCD documentation over the Internet (6/88,

Documentation)
Please stand by: NSFNET experiences network

difficulties (6/88, Networking)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Recent developments in NCAR e-mail (10/88,

Feature)
Revised version of RSCS documentation (7/88,

Documentation)
SCD Internet/SPAN gateway operational (10/88,

Software)
Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet

and BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (IO)
computer (12/88, Networking)

Submitting batch jobs to SCD computing resources
(2/89, Feature)

T1 network installed (1/89, Feature)
Telenet, TELNET, and FTP (5/88, Acronyms)
Telenet WATS numbers changed (12/88, Networking)
UNIX mail: Aliasing names and lists (6/88, Hints)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)
USAN expands to eight sites (12/88, Networking)
User groups established for text and graphics servers

(3/89, Feature)
Version 2.6 of SPARTACUS/KNET installed (5/88,

Networking)
Workarounds for problems with Multinet and CMU

TCP/IP packages (4/89, Networking)
Workshop reviews progress toward next-generation

networks (7/88, Feature)

SCD News
Advisory committee helps set mass storage priorities

(3/89, Feature)
CAPP receives 8K Connection Machine (10/88,

Feature)
Colorado Science Fair winner uses CRAY-1A

computer at NCAR (6/88, Feature)
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Computational Space Committee (7/88, SCDUG)
Contribute your ideas to the next-generation comput-

ing center at NCAR (4/89, Feature)
CRAY-1A Serial Number 003 to be decommissioned

(1/89, Feature)
The Connection Machine (7/88, SCDUG)
Distributed computing - What does it mean? (5/88,

Feature)
Documentation Advisory Committee (12/88, SCDUG)
Documentation Advisory Committee releases report

(12/88, Feature)
Election of new chairperson (7/88, SCDUG)
IEEE Computer Society contributes to Global Change

Program (7/88, Feature)
Jenne recognized for data support (4/89, Feature)
New tools monitor SCD computing operations (6/88,

Feature)
New user orientation class schedule for spring/

summer (4/89, Feature)
Passwords - Time for a change (4/89, Feature)
Price reduced for tape and cartridge shipping (3/89,

MSS)
Progress of the Scientific Visualization Group (4/89,

SCDUG)
Public review approaches for new draft of Fortran

standard (4/89, Feature)
Read the dailyb for latest news (3/89, Systems)
SCD celebrates first anniversary of Director Bill

Buzbee (6/88, Feature)
SCD extends Consulting Office hours (7/88, Feature)
SCD offers course for new users (8/88, Feature)
SCD visitors' area upgraded (11/88, Feature)
SCD's two-year development plan and past year

review now available (3/89, Documentation)
Shavano - An image of things to come (4/89, Fea-

ture)
Use your password to help maintain computer security

(8/88, Feature)

Software Libraries
Applications libraries compiled on CFT77 Release 2.0

(7/88, Software)
Automated scripts (5/88, SCDUG)
Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,

Documentation)
Cray software changed for LSODE, LSODI, and

SSORT (4/89, Software)
Descriptions of ODEPACK (3/89, Documentation)
FISHPAK to be separated from LOCLIB and

$NCARLB (1/89, Feature)
GFLASH - A graphics instruction manipulation

package (3/89, Documentation)
GFLASH now available on the Cray GKS libraries

(3/89, Software)
GGLNCAR graphics library changes (2/89, Software)
IFTRAN preprocessor updated (4/89, Software)
IMSL Edition 10.0 now available (6/88, Software)
MUDPACK document revised (3/89, Documentation)
MUDPAK (8/88, Documentation)
MUDPAK: New multigrid software for linear elliptic

partial differential equations available (8/88,
Software)

NAG chapter documentation files available (5/88,
Software)

Name change for MUDPACK (3/89, Software)
New version of IFTRAN preprocessor (4/89, Docu-

mentation)
New version of SLATEC being released (4/89,

Software)
NCAR introduces ODEPACK (11/88, Software)
Proposed software services in distributed computing

(5/88, SCDUG)
Revised version of FISHPAK documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
Revised version of SSDLIN documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
STARPAC user's guide (4/89, Documentation)
Status of IMSL Edition 10.0 (1/89, Feature)
VMCON to be removed from LOCLIB (2/89,

Software)

UNIX Systems
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving

soon; networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Implementation plan for Cray computer running

UNICOS (1/89, SCDUG)
NCAR Graphics Version 2.00 now available for

UNIX (8/88, Graphics)
Recommended UNIX books (7/88, Hints)
UNIX mail: Aliasing names and lists (6/88, Hints)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)



CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
l Add to mailing list - Delete from mailing list I Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000.

Trademarks: CRAY, CRAY-1, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems
Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is aregistered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; and
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company
or product to the exclusion of others.



SERVICES DIRECTORY

CONTACT PHONE E-MAIL

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 CONSULT1
Visitor/User Information Frieda Garcia 497-1254 FRIEDA
Graphics Software Distribution General Information 497-1201
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 ROSEMARY
Computing Resource Applications John Adams 497-1213 JOHNAD
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Remote Access Information
US Telecom (Telenet) Marla Meehl 497-1301 MARLA
Internet Access (TCP/IP) Don Morris 497-1282 MORRIS

Operational Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240
Machine Room Oper. Supervisor 497-1200
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42
Tape Librarian - 1/2" and MSS Sue Jensen 497-1245 SUE
Documentation Orders/Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 MARYB

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL: The electronic mail (e-mail) addresses above are for the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer. The following examples show the addresses for sending e-mail to the SCD consultants.

From the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, enter: TO CONSULTI
OR

From a host computer connected to the Internet, use a local mailing program with the Intemrnet address:
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

If the Internet address does not work, note that the explicit Interneaddress is 128.117.64.4 and consult your local
system administrator.
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